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ABSTRACT
Content distribution networks (CDNs) are a recent development to
improve the performance of networked applications. The design
of replica placement algorithms is one of the foremost problems
in CDNs. Current replica placement methods do not guarantee a
bound on the maximum latency to any client. In this paper, we
propose several algorithms for replica placement with latency con-
straints. The algorithms are compared with respect to scalability
and performance under a variety of conditions, including the case
where clients’ request patterns are unknown.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2 [Mathematics of Computing]: Discrete Mathematics; G.2.2
[Discrete Mathematics]: Graph Theory—Network problems

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Content Distribution Network, Replica placement, Algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
The growth in the World Wide Web has moved us toward dis-

tributed, highly interconnected information systems. Unfortunately,
this growth has also resulted in serious performance problems, and
degraded user experiences, for some applications. Techniques that
ensure satisfactory performance of networked applications are im-
portant in such an environment. Content distribution network(CDN)
services, such as Akamai and Digital Island, are a useful technique
to improve the performance of networked applications. They work
by locating many sites with comparable functionality at different
points in the network. This improves the available bandwidth and
fault tolerance, and reduces the average latency for obtaining data
from servers.

The design ofreplica placementalgorithms is one of the fore-
most problems in CDNs. These algorithms decide what data to
replicate at what server locations, in order to achieve the best per-
formance at the lowest cost.

In this paper, we propose several server placement algorithms
that distribute content to clients efficiently, withlatency constraints.
More specifically, we consider the following scenario. A popular
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Web site aims to improve end-user experience by pushing its con-
tent to some hosting servers so that each individual user will not
experience any latency larger than a latency constraint. The prob-
lem is to choose a smallest set of replicas among potential sites
such that the latency constraint is met for each of the clients. We
evaluate the performance of the various placement algorithms by
simulating their behavior on generated network topologies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review related research work. In Section 3, we give a formulation
of replica placement with latency constraint problem, and prove
the problem isNP -complete. In Section 4, we present three al-
gorithms for placing replicas with latency constraints. Section 5
describes and analyzes the results of simulating these algorithms
under realistic conditions. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Several papers concerning replica placement for CDNs have been

published recently. Research on replica placement has focused on
the minimumK-median problem, which is useful for determin-
ing the placement of replicas given the network topology and the
users’ demands. In the solution for the minimumK-median prob-
lem, the objective of the replica placement algorithm is to mini-
mize the total latency (for all clients) of reaching a target server,
subject to the system resources and traffic patterns. The mini-
mum K-median problem isNP -complete for general-graph net-
work topologies. However, there are constant-factor approxima-
tion algorithms. These algorithms also work for other objective
functions besides total latency. For example, the same methods
can minimize the total number of intermediate hops (hop count)
between clients and servers, or the total cost, if the use of each
network link is associated with a cost.

Our application of the minimumK-median problem is defined
more formally as follows. Given areN nodes in the network. Each
node is eligible to be a server hosting a replica of the content. Every
node also acts as an aggregator of requests and can therefore be
regarded as a client, with an aggregated traffic demand ofrj for
nodej. K of the N nodes are to be selected as servers. Let the
distance between two nodesi andj be represented asdij . A client
j which is assigned to its closest serveri (ties broken arbitrarily)
incurs a costrjdij . The objective is to choose theK servers, so that
the total cost is minimized. A recent work gave a 4-approximation
algorithm for this problem [3].

The minimumK-median problem given above may be constrained
by the service capacity at any server, i.e., there is acapacity con-
straint. The capacity constraint may be a storage space constraint, a
bandwidth constraint, and/or a processing capacity constraint. The



worst-case performance bounds for capacitated versions of the min-
imumK-median problem are considerably worse than for the non-
capacitated versions [4] [6].

The minimumK-median problem was studied for networks with
both tree topologies [11] [9], and general-graph topologies [13] [10].
In a tree topology model, the root of the tree is the origin server,
which is always a replication site too. Each CDN site is represented
by a node in the tree. The replicas can be placed on any node in the
tree. The optimal placement problem for general-graph topology is
strictly NP -complete, whereas for tree topology the solution can
be obtained in polynomial time when taking into consideration the
read, write, and storage costs [11]. Although the Internet is gener-
ally not a tree topology, placement in tree topology networks is still
worth studying. Some network services such as DNS indeed ex-
hibit a tree topology. In addition, a general-graph topology may be
approximated by a tree topology; the optimal replica placement so-
lution for the tree topology can be then applied toward the general-
graph topology as an approximation.

Replica placement can be done for the entire data [13] [9], i.e.
each replication site has a full copy of the data. The placement
can also be done with data object granularity [11] [10], i.e., each
replication site may contain a subset of the data objects. The data
object replication approach is supposed to be more efficient and
more flexible. For example, when a client needs to access a DVD
movie, only that particular movie object needs to be replicated by
its assigned server. With falling storage costs, in many cases it may
be possible to replicate the entire content at all replicas in the future.
If storage capacity constraints are to be considered, they only apply
to the data object replication model. Bandwidth constraints and
processing power constraints apply to both the full replication and
data object replication models.

When the replica placement problem is solved using algorithms
for the minimumK-median, some clients may suffer a consider-
ably longer latency to their assigned servers than other clients. The
major four contributors to network latency are:

• Propagation: The time it takes for a packet to travel between
one place and another.

• Serialization: The medium itself (whether optical fiber, wire-
less, or some other) introduces some delay. The size of the
packet introduces delay in a round trip since a larger packet
will take longer to receive and return than a short one.

• Router processing and queuing delay: Each gateway node
takes time to examine and possibly change the header in a
packet (for example, changing the hop count in the time-to-
live field).

• Other computer and storage delays: Within networks at each
end of the journey, a packet may be subject to storage and
hard disk access delays at intermediate devices such as switches
and bridges.

For interactive applications, or any application where response
time needs to be bounded to meet user expectations, this kind of
latency variation may be unacceptable. Examples of such applica-
tions include streaming audio and video, e-commerce, game play-
ing, and others. In these situations, it is desirable to bound the la-
tency experienced by any individual client to a fixed value. Figure 1
illustrates such a problem for a trivial network topology. For the
network in Figure 1, a solution for the minimumK-median place-
ment problem withK = 2 would choose sites 1 and 2 as servers,
to achieve a minimum total cost of 30. However, the latency of the
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Figure 1: A network topology demonstrating the need for replica
placement with latency constraints. The number on each link denotes
the length (also the delay) of that link. Where there is no number, the
length is 1. The traffic demands of all clients are assumed to be equal,
and normalized to 1.

client connected to site 3 to either server would be 10. An algo-
rithm placing replicas with a latency constraint of 2 might choose
sites 1 and 3 as servers. This guarantees the latency of any client
to its closest server is no greater than 2. Finding solutions such as
this calls for algorithms that place replicas with latency constraints.
This particular problem has both non-capacitated and capacitated
versions. The problem can also be studied for full replication, or
per-object granularity.

A recent study by Yan Chen et al. [5] partly addressed this prob-
lem. These authors proposed algorithms to dynamically place close
to the minimum number of replicas, while meeting the clients’ la-
tency constraints and servers’ capacity constraints, for peer-to-peer
networks. The servers are then organized into an application-level
multicast tree with small delay and bandwidth consumption for up-
date dissemination. This approach leverages Tapestry [14] to im-
prove the scalability, as Tapestry permits clients to locate nearby
replica servers without contacting a root. Two algorithms were pro-
posed, one being the naive placement algorithm, another being the
smart placement algorithm. The smart approach attempts to opti-
mize the “best” server selection for a joining client in a larger set
of nodes, thus yielding a smaller set of servers in general. Their
algorithms are designed specifically for peer-to-peer communica-
tion networks, and may be characterized as on-line or dynamic al-
gorithms. It is unclear if and how they would work for general
purpose networks where the problem instance was fully and stat-
ically specified. In this paper, our main focus is on replica place-
ment algorithms with latency constraints for full content replication
on general-graph topology networks. Both capacitated and non-
capacitated versions of the problem are studied.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a content distribution network withN nodes that

are potential sites for placing replicas. Each potential site in the net-
work is given a site ID. Among theN nodes, there areR nodes that
have aggregated requests from their clients, i.e. there areR aggre-
gated client requests. Each client requestri has a latency constraint
li. The latency constraint imposed on any node is the minimum of
the latency constraints of all its clients’ requests. Symbols and their
meanings are summarized in Table 1.



Table 1: Symbols and Their Meanings
Symbol Meaning

N The number of nodes in the network
si Server nodei.
R The number of aggregated client requests in the network.
ri The aggregated client request on nodei.

di,j The distance between nodei and nodej, the distance can be latency, hop count, link cost etc.
li Latency constraint on nodei.
pi Serveri’s capacity constraint, i.e., the maximum number of aggregated requests that can be served by serveri.

We say a requestri can becoveredby a server nodesj iff di,j≤li.
Thepopularityof a potential server node is defined as the number
of requests that it covers. The goal of the replica placement with
latency constraint is to find a smallest set of servers such that each
request is covered by at least one server node. For simplicity, we as-
sume that each request has the same latency constraintl, i.e. li = l,
1≤i≤N .

3.1 ProvingNP -completeness
In order to prove that our optimization problem isNP -complete,

we show that it belongs toNP and then we reduce the minimum
dominating set problem to a special case of our problem.

The minimum dominating set problem is defined as follows. Given
graphG(V, E), find a dominating set forG, i.e., a subsetV ′⊆V
such that for allu∈V − V ′ there is av∈V ′ for which (u, v)∈E.
The goal is to minimize the cardinality of the dominating set, i.e.,
|V ′|.

The replica placement with latency constraint is easily seen to
be in NP . Given a placement and the latency constraintl, we
can verify in polynomial time whether the placement results in a
complete coverage of all requests, i.e. each request is covered by at
least one server.

Next, we show the reduction of the minimum dominating set
problem to replica placement with latency constraint problem by
considering a graphG(V, E) in which we want to find a mini-
mum dominating setV ′. We construct a network in the follow-
ing way: For each nodev∈V , construct a node denotedvn in the
network, the node is both a potential server and a client with re-
quest. For each edgee∈E connectingv∈V andu∈V , construct a
bi-directional link connectingvn andun in the network, the length
(latency) of the link isl. Now solve the minimum replica with la-
tency constraint problem for the network, with latency constraint
= l. Clearly the minimum replica selection that meets the latency
constraint for all clients in the network is the minimum dominating
set for the graphG.

Given our placement problem belongs toNP and the minimum
dominating set problem reduces to it, we know our placement prob-
lem isNP -complete.

4. PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS
In this section, we present three algorithms for placing replicas

with latency constraints, while retaining efficient and balanced re-
source consumption of the underlying infrastructure. We define the
cost of a request from nodei to nodej as the distance between the
two nodes, where the distance can reflect any performance metric
we want to bound, such as latency, hop counts, or the economic
cost of the path between two nodes (assuming there is a cost asso-
ciated with the links on the path). The algorithms work the same
regardless of what metric is used. Without losing generality, we
focus on latency constraints in the following discussion.

For the dominating set problem, the best known approximation is

achieved by a greedy algorithm, with a worst-case ratio ofln∆ [8] [12],
where∆ is the maximum node degree in the graph. There is no
polynomial algorithm with better performance unlessP = NP [7].
Besides a greedy algorithm, we also present two other algorithms.
One, thepopularity algorithm, is more scalable and may be suitable
for online or dynamic execution. The other, therandomalgorithm,
is presented for purposes of comparison.

4.1 Greedy Algorithm
We need to choose a replica for each of the aggregated client

requests. In the greedy approach, we choose one replica at a time.
Initially, all clients are unmarked and no nodes are selected as servers.
In each iteration, we evaluate each of theN potential sites to de-
termine their suitability for hosting a replica. For each site not yet
selected to host a replica, its popularity among the clients not yet
marked (assigned to a server) is computed. The potential site that
has the largest popularity is then selected to be a server, and all
clients covered by that site are marked. This process continues un-
til all clients are marked as being assigned to a replica server.

In the non-capacitated version of the problem, we proceed as
above, assigning to the new server all the clients that it covers. In
the capacitated version of the problem serveri’s capacity constraint
pi is imposed. That is, only the firstpi clients that are covered by
serveri are assigned to it. For this purpose, requests are ordered in
ascending order by their site ID.

4.2 Popularity Algorithm
The greedy algorithm can only be implemented in a centralized

manner, with complete knowledge about client requests and latency
constraints. In some environments it may be preferable not to have
to collect this information centrally. It may also be desirable to
support distributed execution for purposes of computing dynamic
solutions, i.e., solutions in which the previous assignment of clients
to servers is retained as much as possible. We now present such a
method.

The basic idea is to allow each client to choose independently
who its replica server will be. Each client announces its presence
by broadcasting to all potential sites within a distance that meets
its latency constraint. We assume a TTL value can be used for this
purpose. Once broadcasting has completed, each potential site can
compute its popularity from this information. Each potential site
then communicates (unicasts) its popularity back to the clients from
whom it received such announcements. We will assume sufficient
time elapses to receive all responses back from potential sites. Each
client then chooses from among the potential sites it reached the
one with the greatest popularity. For purposes of this algorithm,
ties are broken in order of ascending site ID.

The capacitated version of the problem requires additional com-
plexity, potentially involving multiple rounds of communication
between clients and potential sites. This possibility is not discussed
further in this paper.



The popularity algorithm does not require centralized collection
of client information, or computation of the placement of replicas
and assignment of clients to servers. Distributed execution does,
however, require more communication, and sufficient time for com-
munication to complete.

4.3 Random Algorithm
For purposes of comparison, we also describe a random algo-

rithm. In this approach, we also choose one replica site at a time.
Initially all clients are unmarked and no nodes are selected as servers.
In each iteration, one site is chosen at random from among the sites
which have not yet been selected. The clients covered by that site
are marked. If a randomly chosen site does not cover any clients
which are unmarked, the site is discarded as a server and the next
site is chosen at random, until one which covers at least one un-
marked client is selected. This process continues until all clients
are marked as being assigned to a replica server.

In the non-capacitated version of the problem, we proceed as
above, assigning to the new server all the clients that it covers. In
the capacitated version of the problem only the firstpi clients that
are covered by serveri are assigned to it.

4.4 Computational Complexity
The trivial computational complexity bounds for non-optimized

versions of these algorithms are as follows:O(N3) for the greedy
algorithm; O(N) on each site for the popularity algorithm; and
O(N2) for the random algorithm.

When the network only has a small number of nodes, the com-
putational complexity of the various algorithms may not be signifi-
cant. However, for a large scale CDN with thousands of nodes, the
computational complexity of the placement algorithms becomes a
significant factor.

5. SIMULATION
Since the above algorithms are heuristics, it is necessary to eval-

uate their performance experimentally. In this section, we evaluate
the performance of the three algorithms. We used the GT-ITM [2]
transit-stub model to generate network topologies containing 5000
nodes. The transit-stub model produces hierarchical graphs from
transit and stub domains. It first constructs a connected random
graph; each node in that graph represents an entire transit domain.
Each node in that graph is then replaced by another connected ran-
dom graph, representing the backbone topology of one transit do-
main. Finally, for each node in each transit domain, it generates
a number of connected random graphs representing the stub do-
mains attached to that node [2]. Among the 5000 nodes, unless
stated otherwise 1000 nodes are chosen randomly as clients, each
aggregating a set of requests. Unless specifically noted, the request
distribution is generated uniformly across the whole network. Each
simulation is done for at least five different request patterns. For
simplicity and without loss of generality, we define a server’s ca-
pacity constraint as the maximum number of aggregated requests
that server can serve. Under this definition, the actual number and
size of each client request becomes irrelevant. We also assume that
each server has the same capacity constraintcap, i.e. pi = cap,
1≤i≤N .

Our simulation code is written in C++ as an extension of LEDA,
the library of efficient data types and algorithms [1].

In the following, we only consider one performance metric: the
number of replicas needed to fulfill the latency constraint for all the
requests. Figure 2 shows the number of replicas required for var-
ious latency constraints for the three algorithms. This experiment
did not consider server capacity constraints. The greedy algorithm

yields the smallest set of replicas among all three algorithms. The
improvement of the greedy algorithm over the random algorithm
ranges from 20% to almost 50%, justifying its use. The popularity
algorithm is attractive for smaller latency constraints, since it exe-
cutes in a distributed fashion and has good performance. However,
the quality of the solutions produced by the popularity algorithm
degrades considerably for larger latency bounds. The reason for
the degraded performance of the popularity algorithm at larger la-
tency bounds is because that the popularity algorithm lacks global
coordination on server selection, whereas the greedy algorithm co-
ordinates the server selection among all requests.
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Figure 2: Number of replicas required for varying latency constraints,
without considering server capacities. The topology is the GT transit-
stub model with 5000 nodes, and 1000 aggregated requests. The confi-
dence intervals for all points are within±5%.

Figure 3 shows the same experiment, but this time for the case
of servers with capacity constraints. In this experiment, each site
had a capacity that limited it to serving at most 50 aggregated re-
quests. When the latency constraint becomes large enough (above
300 in Figure 3), the minimum number of replicas is determined
by the servers’ capacities (e.g., 20 servers in this case). When the
latency constraint is smaller than this, the number of replicas re-
quired in the capacitated cases are only slightly more that that of
the corresponding non-capacitated cases. This is because satisfy-
ing the latency constraint requires far more servers than satisfying
the capacity constraint would require.

We also investigated the case in which information about client
requests is not available. In such a case, it can simply be assumed
that all nodes may have client requests. We ran an experiment in
which there were 5000 simultaneous aggregated requests, one for
each node in the 5000-node network. This scenario is of practical
interest because the objective is to have all possible requests cov-
ered by at least one replication site. If the client request pattern
is unknown, as it generally is, it will still be possible to cover all
client requests. The non-capacitated results of our three algorithms
under this circumstance are listed in Figure 4. The signficance of
these results may be found by comparing Figures 2 and 4. The
number of servers needed to satisfy the latency constraints almost
doubles from the case of 1000 requests. This implies that the ad-
ditional flexibility needed to satisfy all possible client requests can
be obtained at a reasonable cost.

As stated above, most previous research on the replica placement
problem (without latency constraints) has focused on the minimum
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Figure 3: Number of replicas required for varying latency constraints,
with each server’s capacity constraintcap = 50. The topology is the
GT transit-stub model with 5000 nodes, and 1000 aggregated requests.
The confidence intervals for all points are within±5%.

K-median problem. The goal of this problem is to minimize overall
cost for a target numberK of servers. It is appropriate to investigate
how far the solution to theK-median problem deviates from the
goal of achieving a given latency bound. Since the minimumK-
median problem does not include a latency bound, we created a fair
comparison in the following way.

In our simulation, we first computed the number of replicas re-
quired for satisfying a given latency constraint, using the greedy
and popularity algorithms. We then used the result for the greedy
algorithm as the value ofK, and solved the minimumK-median
problem for this value. Since the minimumK-median problem is
NP -complete, we used a greedy approximation due to [13] to solve
this problem. The results are shown in Figure 5. This experiment
compares theaveragelatency of the client requests for the three
algorithms, for the same number of replica sites. Since the min-
imum K-median problem minimizes the total cost, which in our
formulation is also the total delay, it may be expected that the aver-
age latency for those solutions is very good. The figure shows that
our random and greedy heuristics have an average latency which
is generally 5% to 10% worse than the solution of the minimum
K-median problem, which seems quite acceptable.

Bounding themaximumlatency is the justification for our algo-
rithms and is accomplished 100% of the time. We also investi-
gated the maximum latency produced by the greedy solution to the
minimum K-median problem. The conditions were the same as
above, except that we modelled a nonuniform distribution of client
requests among the CDN nodes. In a nonuniform distribution of
client requests, we assign 1% of the total number of aggregated re-
quests (10 requests in this case) randomly to the nodes in one of the
transit domains and all stub domains attached to that transit domain
in the graph. The remaining 99% of the total number of aggregate
requests (990 requests) are assigned randomly to the remainder of
the graph. The results are shown in Figure 6. The uniform request
cases in Figures 5, 6, and 7 are different measurements of the same
experiment. Under these conditions, the solution to theK-median
problem has a maximum client latency as much as 300% greater
than the latency bound specified for our algorithms, with the same
number of replica sites selected. When the requests are distributed
uniformly in the network, the solution of the minimumK-median
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Figure 4: Number of replicas of various replica placement algorithms
with latency constraint without considering the servers’ capacity con-
straint. Topology is the GT Transit-stub model with 5000 nodes, and
5000 aggregated requests.

problem comes much closer to meeting the specified latency bound,
as also shown.

We also measured the number of requests whose latency con-
straint is not met, for the solutions of theK-median problem. These
measurements are graphed in Figure 7. The number of requests not
meeting the latency bound decreases with an increase in the la-
tency constraint. The number has a maximum of about 10% of the
requests for a stringent latency constraint of 50. The measurements
for the non-uniform and uniform cases are fairly close for this met-
ric.

Although the number of requests that fail to meet their latency
bound for the solution to the minimumK-median problem may not
be large, the high latency experienced by some of those requests
may be unacceptable for certain applications.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed that bounding the latency of client

requests may be an important factor in solving the replica place-
ment problem for content distribution networks. We proposed two
algorithms for placing replicas with latency constraints efficiently,
one centralized, and one distributed. We showed the impact on the
number of replicas required as the latency constraint becomes more
stringent. In the case where client request patterns are unknown,
we showed the additional number of replicas needed is reasonable.
Our solutions to the replica placement problem with latency bounds
are generally only slightly more expensive than solutions without
latency bounds. The conventional solution of the minimumK-
median problem does not produce acceptable results for the case of
clients that have stringent latency constraints.
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